U.S. Mint Virtual
Tour Bingo
(Grades 5 and up)

Name: __________________________________
Date: ___________________________________

Directions: First, download and open the U.S. Mint Virtual Tour mobile app. Then, as you explore the app, fill in the
blanks or complete the tasks listed on the squares below. When you’ve completed a square, place a coin over it
or draw an X on the square. Call out “Bingo!” when you have 5 squares in a row. Then try to complete your whole
board!

How many blanks
does a blanking
press make in one
minute?

Which side of a coin
is the obverse?
Open and view all 3
(circle one)
360-degree videos.

This machine
helps the Mint
employees move
heavy objects.

A __________ is
the name of the
stamp used to
press the designs
onto coins.

What is the name
for a coin that does
not have a design
stamped on it yet?

Find the coin
counting machines!

How much does a
coin bag weigh?

Heads

or

All coins start as
these. They sit on
giant racks.

Tails

The __________
works with the
Mint and banks to
circulate coins after
they are produced.

This coin design
features a state
outline on the
reverse.

Which side of a
coin is the reverse?
(circle one)
Heads or

BINGO

_______________
is when blank coins
are given a raised
edge.

Find the whirlaway
machines!

Tails

Collect all the coins
throughout the
tour!

After a coin is
made, a Mint
employee
_______________
it to make sure it is
stamped correctly.

This coin was
created to
celebrate a
special American
anniversary.

Visit all the rooms
in the Philadelphia
Mint.

What happens in
How many
the annealing furcoins does the
nace?
Philadelphia Mint
produce each year?

Find the blanking
press!

Find a Mint
employee in a
video!

Who made the
stained glass in the
lobby?

What do Mint
artists create first,
before they sculpt
their design?

Name: __________________________________

U.S. Mint Virtual Tour
Bingo
(K-5)

Spot a fork lift machine in a
video!

Date: ___________________________________

Which side of a coin is the
obverse?
(circle one)
Heads or

How much is one quarter
worth?

Tails

Draw a quarter below.

Collect all the quarters
hidden throughout the
Philadelphia Mint.

BINGO

Spot the coin counting
machines!

How many steps are there
in the coin making
process?

A __________ is the name
of the machine used to
press the designs onto
coins.

U.S. Mint Virtual Tour
Bingo
Answer Key

Name: __________________________________
Date: ___________________________________

Directions: First, download and open the U.S. Mint Virtual Tour mobile app. Then, as you explore the app, fill in the
blanks or complete the tasks listed on the squares below. When you’ve completed a square, place a coin over it
or draw an X on the square. Call out “Bingo!” when you have 5 squares in a row. Then try to complete your whole
board!
How many blanks
does a blanking press
make in one minute?

Which side of a coin is
the obverse?
Open and view all 3
360-degree videos.
(circle one)

14,000 blanks

Heads

This machine helps
the Mint employees
move heavy objects.
Forklift

What is the name
for a coin that does
not have a design
stamped on it yet?
A blank or
planchet

Find the coin
counting machines!

How much does a
coin bag weigh?
One Ton

or

All coins start as
these. They sit on
giant racks.
Coils

Upsetting is
when blank coins are
given a raised edge.

Tails

A coin press is the
name of the stamp
used to press the
designs onto coins.

The Federal Reserve
works with the
Mint and banks to
circulate coins after
they are produced.

This coin design
features a state
outline on the
reverse.
Pennsylvania
Quarter

BINGO

Which side of a coin
is the reverse?
(circle one)
Heads

or

Find the whirlaway
machines!

Tails

Collect all the coins
throughout the tour!

After a coin is made,
a Mint employee
inspects
it to make sure it is
stamped correctly.

This coin was
created to celebrate
a special American
anniversary.
Bicentennial
quarter

Visit all the rooms
in the Philadelphia
Mint.

How many coins
does the Philadelphia
Mint produce each
year?
6 billion

What happens in the
annealing furnace?
The blanks are
heated.

Find the blanking
press!

Find a Mint
employee in a video!

Who made the
stained glass in the
lobby?
Tiffany Studios

What do Mint artists
create first, before
they sculpt their
design?
Draw or sketch the
design

Name: __________________________________

U.S. Mint Virtual Tour
Bingo
Answer Key

Spot a fork lift machine in a
video!

Date: ___________________________________

Which side of a coin is the
obverse?
(circle one)
Heads or

Tails

Draw a quarter below.

How much is one quarter
worth?
25 cents

Collect all the quarters
hidden throughout the
Philadelphia Mint.

BINGO

Spot the coin counting
machines!

How many steps are there
in the coin making
process?
20 steps

A coin press is the name
of the machine used to
press the designs onto
coins.

